Abstract-Nodes in a hexagonal network are placed at the vertices of a regular triangular tessellation, so that each node has up to six neighbors. The network is proposed as an alternative interconnection network to mesh connected computer (with nodes serving as processors) and is used also to model cellular networks where nodes are base stations. In this paper, we propose a suitable addressing scheme for nodes (with two variants), derive a formula for distance between nodes, and present a very simple and elegant routing algorithm. This addressing scheme and corresponding routing algorithm for hexagonal interconnection are considerably simpler than previously proposed solutions. We then apply the addressing scheme for solving two problems in cellular networks. With the new scheme, the distance between the new and old cell to which a mobile phone user is connected can be easily determined and coded with three integers, one of them being zero. Further, in order to minimize the wireless cost of tracking mobile users, we propose hexagonal cell identification codes containing three, four, or six bits, respectively, to implement a distance based tracking strategy. These schemes do not have errors in determining cell distance in existing hexagonal based cellular networks, which is not the case with recently proposed 3 bit cell identification codes based on an artificial square mesh placed over a hexagonal network (moreover, the existing mesh schemes fail to address the diagonal moves that may cause additional unrecoverable errors). Our schemes provide efficient implementation of distance and movement based tracking schemes in cellular networks, by providing information generally not available to the user, and means to manipulate it for accurate cell distance determination. Another application is for connection rerouting in cellular networks during a path extension process. In a path extension scheme, the path for ongoing calls is extended from the old base station to a new one using the link between neighboring base stations. If the path is extended several times due to mobility, our scheme provides an elegant way to reroute the connection from the latest base station to the base station of original connection and, therefore, minimize the length of extended path.
INTRODUCTION
H EXAGONAL networks belong to the family of networks modeled by planar graphs. These networks are based on triangular plane tessellation, or the partition of a plane into equilateral triangles. The closest networks are those based on regular hexagons, called honeycomb networks, and those based on a regular square partition, called mesh networks. There is some inconsistency in the name selection, which comes from duality between graphs corresponding to hexagonal and honeycomb networks, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . It shows a hexagonal network with nodes positioned at the vertices of a triangular grid, so that each vertex has up to six neighbors. Dashed lines connect centers of these triangles and the resulting network is a honeycomb, where each node has up to three neighbors. These networks were studied in a variety of contexts. They are applied in chemistry to model benzenoid hydrocarbons [25] in image processing, computer graphics [13] , and wireless and interconnection networks.
In a direct interconnection network, nodes represent processors, while edges indicate connections between processors for direct message exchange. A survey of such networks was given in [22] . Honeycomb architecture was investigated in [21] , where a suitable addressing scheme, and routing and broadcasting algorithms were proposed. The hexagonal torus was used in HARTS project [20] . An addressing scheme for processors, and corresponding routing and broadcasting algorithms for hexagonal interconnection network were proposed by Chen et al. [7] . The performance of hexagonal networks was further studied in [9] , [19] . It appears that [7] proposed a cumbersome addressing scheme, which has lead to a page long complicated routing algorithm and a similarly complex broadcasting scheme. Consequently, the lack of a convenient addressing scheme and the absence of elegant routing and broadcasting algorithms, which are basic and designed before a network can be commercially used, have discouraged further research on the network.
Carle and Myoupo [8] revisited the network recently and attempted to simplify the addressing, routing, and broadcasting schemes from [7] , with partial success. They suggested a coordinate system for hexagonal networks that uses two axes, at 120 degrees between them, which are parallel to two out of three edge directions. Using that scheme, they described routing and broadcasting algorithms for the network. Their scheme exhibits asymmetry, which complicates routing algorithm (for that reason, the routing algorithm is even omitted from [8] and a reference to their technical report is given instead). Their broadcasting algorithm, on the other hand, is very elegant. In this paper, we propose a new addressing scheme for a hexagonal network, one that finally provides a short and elegant routing protocol.
Cellular communications have experienced an explosive growth recently. To accommodate more subscribers, the size of cells must be reduced to make more efficient use of the limited frequency spectrum. This, in turn, increases the difficulty level of location management. A number of location management schemes have been reported in literature (surveyed in [24] , [28] , [29] ). Cellular networks are commonly designed as hexagonal networks, where nodes serve as base stations (BSs) to which mobile users must connect to make or receive phone calls. Mobile users are normally connected to the nearest BSs and, thus, BSs divide the area such that each BS serves all users that are located inside a hexagon centered at BS (these hexagons are indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 1 ).
Mobile users with cellular phones have to register frequently to facilitate their location when phoning them. They move from cell to cell, but do not always contact their new cell to update their position since too many messages may be required and the system may be blocked for regular calls. In [4] , Bar-Noy et al. proposed three dynamic location update (or registration) schemes: time-based, movementbased, and distance-based. The time-based location update scheme requires a mobile terminal to update its location every specified amount of time. In the movement-based location update scheme [4] , [3] , [14] , a mobile terminal counts the number of cell boundaries it has crossed. If the count exceeds a predefined threshold, the mobile terminal will update its location. In the distance-based location update scheme, a mobile terminal updates its location when the distance in terms of cells it traveled since the last update exceeds a predefined threshold. It has been shown that the distance-based scheme is the most efficient among the three [4] . Several more distance based schemes can be found in two recent surveys [24] , [28] , [29] . However, it has been claimed in [4] that it is hard to compute the distance between two cells, or it requires a lot of storage to maintain the distance information among all cells [3] , [14] . Current cellular networks do not provide information that can be used to derive cell distances. Naor et al. [17] proposed to close the gap by using cell identification codes (CIC) for tracking mobile users. Each cell periodically broadcasts a short message which identifies the cell and its orientation relative to other cells in the network. Mobile users, to efficiently update their location, use this information. They observe that there is no need to transmit a code which is unique for each cell. For example, a 3 bit CIC [17] is sufficient to implement a distance-based tracking strategy in a two-dimensional system. This and few other cell identification schemes in [17] are based on overlapping existing cell division with regular square (that is, mesh) tile division and assigning to each cell the code of northernmost and easternmost tile. They proved that the exact cell distance and the tile distance obtained from square division can differ by at most one. Four bit CIC can be obtained by using two orthogonal integer coordinates modulo 3, while a 3 bit CIC can be obtained by coloring square division with reuse distance three (reuse distance is the minimal cell distance between two cells with the same color). The CIC schemes proposed in [17] have two problems. First, cell distance is not the same as tile distance in regular hexagonal networks that model existing cellular systems and this can introduce additional wireless costs in paging and registration. Next, the possibility of a diagonal move by a mobile user is ignored in [17] . In a square division, each cell has eight, not four neighbors. While moving in, say, a southwest direction, [17] assumes that, from its current cell A, mobile moves to its south cell neighbor B and, then, from B to its west neighbor C. But, mobile can be in cell B for virtually zero time and can "skip" any signal periodically coming from B. Thus, mobile effectively moved diagonally and the scheme [17] fails to address this issue. The CIC scheme can be fixed, but it will require four bits to do so using graph coloring with reuse distance three. In a hexagonal network, however, this problem does not exist, as each cell has six neighboring cells and there are no cells that share just one common corner. One of the reasons that hexagonal rather than square cellular systems are currently in use is exactly this property. It is therefore natural to design a CIC scheme based on hexagonal rather than square division, which will be done in this paper. An illustration is given in Fig. 2 , where a mobile terminal moves in the cellular network and frequently changes base stations, from base station A to base station B.
In the distance based scheme, location updates occur whenever |AB| > d, where d is given threshold. The incoming call is directed toward the last reported position A of mobile user. The search process then continues by paging all cells which are located within "distance" d from A. If the distance is geographic distance, then the paging has a higher computation and communication complexity since geographic and "paging" or cell distances are not directly related. Here, the "paging" or cell distance is the number of cells on a shortest route between the two cells (e.g., cell distance three between A and B in Fig. 2 ). Cell distance directly corresponds to the number of retransmissions of paging request, which is easily controlled by setting a paging counter. When a paging counter is used, all cells located inside a ring composed of all cells in certain number of rings around A are being paged. The boundary cells on the ring, however, do not have equal geographic distance from A. The shortest route between two cells always consists of i cells in one direction and j cells in the other direction, making a 120 degree angle with the first direction. The geographic distance between the two cells is then obtained from
Therefore, the geographic distance d is not a monotone function of cell distance i þ j. For instance, two base stations centred at A and B in Fig. 2 are at cell distance three, while their geographic distance is ffiffi ffi 7 p . One of purposes of this paper is to propose a very simple method to compute the "cell" distance between any two cells. The distance computation will be based on our new cell addressing scheme. The scheme avoids using real coordinates of BSs and, instead, considers relative positions of base stations in a cellular network to arrive at simple representation with three small integers, one of them being 0.
The location management problem discussed above is related to the efficient search for a mobile terminal upon a call arrival. Another problem in cellular network is connection management, which aims at ensuring mobility to users among the access points of the mobile network with minimal degradation on their quality of service. The solutions for performing an efficient connection management scheme in case of a handover may be grouped into three main schemes: path-rerouting, path-extension, and virtual tree-based schemes [16] . A path extension scheme is based on the concatenation of a new segment of connections that follow the movement of the user. During the handoff, the original connection established at set-up time is augmented in order to follow the new position of the mobile user. If two users initiate a communication between base stations A and D, and a user moves from the cell centered at A to another cell centered at B (see Fig. 3 ), the path from D to A is extended by concatenating all segments between base stations following user movement. In Fig. 3 , seven such segments are concatenated between A and B. Each added segment adversely affects the quality of service. On the other hand, as Fig. 3 illustrates, base stations A and B could be linked by a considerably shorter path (two segments, shown by dashed lines, in Fig. 3 ). In this paper, we shall apply our addressing and routing schemes to handle this connection rerouting problem, i.e., the problem of shortening extended path.
A conference preliminary version of portion of this paper was presented in [30] .
ADDRESSING IN HEXAGONAL NETWORKS
In this section, we shall first propose a coordinate system that can be used to assign ids to the nodes in the hexagonal network. We will then show that the distance between any two nodes can be computed easily if the proposed node id assignment scheme is utilized.
We shall adapt the coordinate system that was proposed for a honeycomb network by Stojmenovic [21] . In this scheme, three axes, x, y, and z, parallel to three edge directions and at mutual angle of 120 between any two of them are introduced, as indicated in Fig. 4 . Let i i, j j, and k k be three unit vectors in these axes. These three vectors are, obviously, not independent. More precisely, they are related by i i þ j j þ k k ¼ 0. However, this redundancy greatly simplifies addressing, distance formula, and the routing algorithm. Using such three axes seems to be the only common property of addressing schemes for honeycomb and hexagonal networks since details are different. c units of vector k k, then the address for node A is ða; b; cÞ
From the definition, we observe that such addressing is, unfortunately, not unique. For example, (-1,0,0)=(0,1,1) (see Fig. 4 ) since Ài i ¼ j j þ k k and, thus, the two paths, direct one, and using two other sides of the equilateral triangle, end in the same point. In general, we have
In particular, if ða; b; cÞ ¼ ða
Combining those two facts, we have the following: If ða; b; cÞ is the address for node A, then all possible addresses for node A are of the form ða þ d; b þ d; c þ dÞ for any integer d. Starting from the nonunique addressing, we shall propose two ways to arrive at a unique node address. They will be referred to as the shortest path and the zero-positive forms.
Definition 2. An address ða; b; cÞ for node A is of the shortest path form if there is a path from the origin to node A, consisting of a units of vector i i, b units of vector j j, and c units of vector k k, and the path has the shortest length.
In the shortest path form, we shall restrict the node address to be derived from a shortest path rather than any path between two nodes. It turns out that, although there can be a number of different shortest paths, all of them have the same vector representation. For example, there exist three different shortest paths from node (0,0,0) to node (0,-2,1) in Fig. 4 . However, all of them have one k k and two Àj j unit vectors. We shall prove a general property of such a shortest path based addressing. Let S and D be two nodes in the network (the source and destination nodes, respectively). We shall refer to addressing for D À S, which is a vector that corresponds to the shortest path from S to D. By translation, this is equivalent to node addressing which can be considered as a path from the origin to a given node. We made that change because of applications discussed here, routing, location update and connection rerouting. 1. At least one component is zero (that is, abc ¼ 0). 2. Any two components can not have the same sign (that is, ab 0, ac 0, and bc 0).
Proof. To prove that if the address ða; b; cÞ for node A is of the shortest path form, then both conditions are satisfied, we will use proof by contradiction. First, assume that Condition 1 is not satisfied, that is, abc 6 ¼ 0. Then, at least two of the nonzero integers a, b, and c must have the same sign. Without loss of generality, we assume that a > 0, b > 0 (other five cases can be analysed in a similar way). Since
ða À 1; b À 1; c À 1Þ is another address for node A. The length of the path corresponding to ða À 1;
It means the path corresponding to ða À 1; b À 1; c À 1Þ is shorter than the shortest path, a contradiction. Therefore, we proved that abc ¼ 0. Second, assume that Condition 2 is not satisfied. Without loss of generality, we assume that ab > 0. Then, a > 0; b > 0 or a < 0; b < 0. These two cases are similar, so assume a > 0; b > 0. By previous proof, we know c ¼ 0. Then,
Further, it follows easily that
This is a contradiction since a path which is shorter than ða; b; cÞ is obtained. Now, we prove that if both conditions about a, b, and c are satisfied, then the address ða; b; cÞ for node A is of the shortest path form. Without loss of generality, we assume c ¼ 0, a ! 0, and b 0. Notice all possible addresses for node A are of form
Therefore, ða; b; 0Þ is of the shortest path form. We shall now derive the length of the shortest path between a source S and a destination D, where D À S ¼ ða; b; cÞ is the vector distance between source and destination.
Corollary 2. If D À S ¼ ða; b; cÞ is the shortest path from S to D, thenthe length of the shortest path between S and D is jD À Sj ¼ jaj þ jbj þ jcj.
Proof
Theorem 2 shows how to compute the distance between two cells. The computation involves the addition, subtraction, and comparison of integers. If the shortest path form is used, Corollary 2 shows that distance computations involve integer addition and comparison (the later is needed for computing absolute values), after converting D À S to the shortest path form. If S and D are two neighboring cells, the address of D can be computed from the address of S and the direction of SD (one out of six possibilities) by only adding one, subtracting one, and integer comparison. Such an update is regular event if a mobile terminal does not jump over a cell. We will not show details here since they will be given instead for a zero-positive form, introduced as follows: The coordinate system used in the zero-positive form can be interpreted as follows: The same coordinate system, shown in Fig. 4 , is used. The three axes divide all the cells into three sectors, xy sector, yz sector, and zx sector. The xy sector consists all the cells with x ! 0 and y ! 0 in the x À y coordinate system. The yz and zx sectors are defined similarly. If a cell is located in the xy sector, we will use the x-y coordinate system. The motivation behind this is that when a cell is located in the xy sector, its x and y coordinates have the same positive sign. By Lemma 4, the distance between this cell and the origin is the maximum of x and y values. For the same reason, if a cell is located in the yz (or zx) sector, we will use the y À z (or z À x) coordinate system. The coordinates of the origin are ð0; 0; 0Þ, which satisfies zero-positive form. The coordinates for a cell in the yz sector are of the form ð0; b; cÞ with b ! 0 and c ! 0. The coordinates for a cell on the z axis are ð0; 0; cÞ, which is the intersection of the yz and zx sectors. It is easy to see that the coordinates for a cell in each sector satisfy zero-positive form. Next, we show how to maintain the zero-positive form when a mobile terminal moves from one sector to another. Assume the coordinates for the current cell in the zero-positive form are ða; b; cÞ. We assume that the mobile terminal can not jump over a cell; therefore, the mobile terminal can move to one of six possible neighbors in the direction of þi i, Ài i, þj j, Àj j, þk k, or Àk k. The coordinates of the next cell are then ða þ 1; b; cÞ, ða À 1; b; cÞ, ða; b þ 1; cÞ, ða; b À 1; cÞ, ða; b; c þ 1Þ, or ða; b; c À 1Þ, respectively. They are obtained by adding or subtracting one to one of cell coordinates. The new coordinates will not be in zero-positive form when the mobile terminal moves to a different sector. We will show how to maintain the zero-positive form under such circumstance. Without loss of generality, we will just deal with the movement in the y direction, i. it is sufficient to check whether one of the last three forms satisfies these conditions. If a ¼ b, a ¼ c, or b ¼ c, then the condition is trivially satisfied. Otherwise, there are three positive and three negative numbers among a À c, c À a, a À b, b À a, a À c, c À a, and, thus, one of pairs fa À c; b À cg, fa À b; c À bg and fb À a; c À ag must have two numbers of opposite sign. This pair defines the representation to be used. As already shown, the most convenient addressing is one where one of coordinates is equal to 0 while the other two do not have an equal sign (that is, their product is not positive).
The routing algorithm can be easily described for the address chosen accordingly. Let, for instance, D À S ¼ ai i þ bj j and ab 0. Then, the routing algorithm is quite simple and can be describes as follows:
The algorithm may be easily modified to offer flexibility in selecting one of Cðjaj þ jbj; jajÞ possible shortest paths, where Cðn; kÞ is the binomial coefficient, since jaj links in direction sign(a)x out of total jaj þ jbj links can be selected in Cðjaj þ jbj; jajÞ ways. This is important in case of congestion in corresponding interconnection or cellular network. The level of congestion at each node corresponds to the amount of traffic at that node (for instance, the queue length in interconnection networks or number of ongoing calls in cellular networks). Various heuristics for selecting path based on network condition can be derived from this analysis. Now, we shall describe a more general form of the same routing algorithm, which will include arbitrary addressing ða; b; cÞ and a choice in selecting one out of two edges at any step (except, of course, when the remaining shortest path consists only of links going in the same direction). Note again that any of possible paths obtained by this algorithm is a shortest path. We can show that the conditions in case statement are mutually exclusive. Suppose that, for example, on the contrary, first two conditions are both satisfied, ða À cÞðb À cÞ < 0 and ða À bÞðc À bÞ < 0. Let b À c < 0 (the other case is analogous because of symmetry). Then, a À c > 0 from the first condition and ,from c À b > 0, the second condition implies a À b < 0. Therefore, we have b < c, a > c, c > b, a < b, thus a < b < c < a, which is a contradiction. Other cases are straightforward to verify.
HEXAGONAL CELL IDENTIFICATION CODES AND DISTANCE BASED TRACKING
In this section, we will show how our simple distance computation can be applied to the location management in a mobile phone network. Location management deals with how to manage the location of every active mobile terminal. It consists of two basic operations: location update (or registration) and paging. The paging operation is performed by the cellular system. When an incoming call arrives for a mobile terminal, the cellular system will page the mobile terminal in all possible cells to find out the cell in which the mobile terminal is located so the incoming call can be routed to the corresponding BS. The number of all possible cells to be searched is dependent on how the location update operation is performed. The location update operation is performed by an active mobile terminal. In [4] , Bar-Noy et al. proposed three dynamic location update schemes: time-based, movement-based, and distance-based. The time-based location update scheme requires a mobile terminal to update its location every specified amount of time. In the movement-based location update scheme, a mobile terminal counts the number of cell boundaries it has crossed. If the count exceeds a predefined threshold, the mobile terminal will update its location. In the distance-based location update scheme, a mobile terminal updates its location when the distance, in terms of cells it traveled since the last update, exceeds a predefined threshold. It has been shown that the distancebased scheme is more efficient than the movement-based one [4] . However, it has been claimed that it is hard to compute the distance between two cells or it requires a lot of storage to maintain the distance information among all cells [3] , [14] . In this paper, we have shown that the distance computation could be very simple if we use the proposed coordinate system to assign the ID to the base station. Moreover, we have shown that the cell distance used in this paper is more convenient for location update and paging process than geographic distance. Note that the geographic distance between two cells D and S such that D À S ¼ ða; b; cÞ in the shortest path representation can be obtained from
Whenever a mobile terminal completes its location update with a cellular network, it resets the coordinates to ð0; 0; 0Þ, which satisfies the zero-positive form. Whenever it enters a neighbor cell, it updates the coordinates by adding one, subtracting one, and integer comparison operations, as described in Section 2, to maintain the zero-positive form. As long as the zero-positive form is maintained, the distance between the current cell and the cell in which the last location update occurred can be computed by using only integer comparisons. Alternatively, the shortest path form can be used in a similar way.
We have so far assumed only cell addressing with three integers. Their maximum size (or the number of bits to represent them) depends on the number of cells in the network. While mobile users need to maintain such cell addressing in order to track distance from the last reported cell, it is not really needed to be part of broadcast by cells themselves (with similar argument as made in [17] ). In other words, the mobile can assign the address ð0; 0; 0Þ to the cell it reported last and use the hexagonal cell identification codes, a few bits long, to track its relative movement and therefore distance from cell where it last registered.
Hexagonal cell identification codes can be designed in several ways. For example, if the cell address ða; b; cÞ is replaced by (a mod 3, b mod 3, c mod 3) , it is easy to observe that mobile can uniquely determine the relative direction of two cells (that is, its movement direction) based on six bits it receives from each of two neighboring cells. Hexagonal CICs are, obviously, not unique, but sufficient for tracking movement of a mobile in a hole free cell placement. Four bit hexagonal CICs can be easily obtained, for instance, by applying zero-positive form modulo 3 or the shortest-path form with the origin placed outside the cellular network so that all cells will have a zero for the same axis. Finally, three bit hexagonal cell identification codes are also possible, matching the length of the shortest CIC code from [17] (moreover, as already discussed, CIC codes [17] do not really work due to problem with diagonal movement and cell distance imprecision). They can be obtained by "coloring" hexagonal network with reuse distance three. This well-known coloring is illustrated in Fig. 5 . It is easy to observe that each pair of CICs from neighboring cells has a unique direction, thus a mapping from pairs of CIC codes to one of six directions can be described in straightforward way, without ambiguity.
CONNECTION REROUTING IN CELLULAR NETWORKS
In the connection management problem, an ongoing call needs to be rerouted due to terminal mobility. Numerous connection management schemes have been proposed in the literature. Most of them deal with changes in the path in wired portion of phone connection, by either extending the path from the old switch to the new one (anchor routing or chaining) or by discovering a crossover switch which is the nearest common switch on the two shortest paths from old and new BS to the other end of connection [1] , [26] , [27] (note that several BSs may share the same switch in the wired phone network). Some techniques deal with changes in the wireless portion of phone connection. This approach is simple as the path is extended from the previous location to the new location of the mobile user. Thus, this approach for handoff consists of extending an active connection from the previous radio port or ATM switch to the mobile terminal's current radio port, that is BS. Therefore, after handoff, the new connection consists of the existing connection from the old BS to the other end, followed by an additional subpath, extension from old BS to the new BS. The advantages include no need for routing functionality and no modification of wireless ATM switches. The disadvantages include a nonoptimal (or even inefficient) extended path, the need for switching and buffering capabilities at all BSs to perform the connection extension, and a possible bottleneck at BSs [26] . This scheme was used in BAHAMA ad hoc wireless ATM LAN, where portable BSs are employed and connected in an arbitrary topology [10] . SWAN [2] is a Seamless Wireless ATM Network where path extension is performed when a cell boundary is crossed. The path extension may cause inefficient routes and some provisions are made for loop removal and rerouting. When a mobile user crosses a domain boundary, then the end-to-end connection is partially rebuilt [2] . In [1] , a path extension scheme is also discussed and solutions for path optimization based on loop removal and buffering are suggested. They suggest performing a loop removal after every k moves, instead of on a per move basis. They also show that loop removal, in some cases, does not result in minimum end-to-end delay path. In [2] , loop detection and optimization occurs only when the mobile terminal revisits a radio port, while, in [1] , this is not necessary. A looping point in [1] is detected when the extended segment of the path intersects with the existing path and, thus, it is very likely that the looping point is a switch within the network. Varshney [26] also considered the same problem and suggested loop removal in some trivial cases such as revisiting the same BS, triangle movement made by three consecutive BSs, and returning back to the previous BS. Wong and Leung [27] propose using a path extension until certain QoS criteria, such as delay, are violated, and optimizing the path in wired network at that point. We shall now generalize these loop removal techniques and provide an easy method for the optimization of an extended path whenever it is desirable. Consider the example in Fig. 3 , where mobile terminal moves from BS A to BS B, and changes seven BSs in the process. In this example, the shortest path between A and B contains only two connections (that is, only one other BS between them). There are examples of such paths with 16 intermediate BSs which end up in a two hop distance, without any loop or triangle along the path. This kind of shortcut procedure is not covered by any previous path extension algorithms [10] , [2] , [1] , [26] , [27] . Our scheme, based on a new addressing and new routing method in a hexagonal network, will provide a simple method for such optimization, whenever it is desirable (for instance, whenever the difference between an existing and optimal path exceeds a threshold value) and even provides ways to find alternative paths in case of some congested BSs.
Both the addressing and the routing schemes can be applied directly to solve this connection management problem. A user that moves from base station A to base station B is able to count the number of cell crossings, which corresponds to the number of segments that are concatenated to the path. While moving, the user can also maintain the address of its nearest base station, by either monitoring which cell borders are crossed, or by obtaining such information directly from the base station. The user can then compute its actual distance, that is, the distance between A and B in our coordinate system. Whenever the difference between the length of the extended path and distance between cells exceeds a given threshold t, the connection rerouting scheme can be invoked. The scheme is basically a routing algorithm described in Section 3.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented simple addressing and routing schemes for hexagonal networks, and applied them to efficiently solve the location update for mobility management and connection rerouting for handoff problems in cellular networks. The proposed addressing and routing schemes are designed only for regular hexagonal networks, that is networks composed of equally spaced triangles and BSs set in a regular patterns. While this is the case for hexagonal interconnection networks, cellular networks offer more flexibility. In reality, cell sizes may be different from area to area. For example, in a well-populated city, the cell size may be smaller than the cell size of a rural area in order to accommodate more subscribers using techniques such as cell splitting. With minor modification, our distance computation can be applied to mobile phone networks with nonuniform cell sizes. A novel concept for constructing a virtual cellular network for nonuniformly distributed base stations such that each virtual cell contains at most one base station is proposed in [12] . Based on the position of the base station in the virtual hexagonal network, we are able to assign a cell ID to the base station as described in Section 2 and the distance between two cells can be computed using Lemmas 3 or 4. A mobile terminal may easily cross the artificial boundaries using our method and looks for the nearest BS when it decides to act in location update or connection routing context.
Yet another approach can be used if the cellular network is far from the normally used hexagonal one. In this case, one may use a more general method for connection rerouting that assumes that BSs are arbitrarily positioned in the plane. The cells are then associated to BSs according to the Voronoi diagram construction. Note that our routing scheme in regular hexagonal network corresponds to greedy routing algorithm [11] , [23] , [5] , where each node forwards the message (i.e., constructs the path) toward the neighboring node that is the closest to the destination node, that is the other end of phone call. It is proven in [5] that a greedy routing algorithm always succeeds in Delaunay triangulations, which are dual graphs to Voronoi tessellations. Thus, a greedy routing scheme can be applied for connection rerouting problem. The compass routing algorithm, which chooses a neighbor based on direction rather than distance, also always succeeds in Delaunay triangulations [13] . Note that location updates in general cell structure may simply be based on the geographical location of nearest BSs since counting boundary crossings in arbitrary Voronoi diagram is a non-trivial problem.
Another interesting problem occurs when some BSs are faulty, congested, or nonexistent, or, similarly, when some processors or links in a hexagonal interconnection network are faulty. Since, in both cases, the remaining underlying graph is planar, the routing algorithm designed in [6] can be applied. The algorithm [6] guarantees delivery for planar connected graphs and can be implemented in local distributed fashion. It can be extended to provide solution for fault tolerance in other kinds of planar direct interconnection networks, such as mesh connected computers and honeycomb networks. The greedy routing algorithm also works for such fault-free graphs.
Further research is needed to optimize and test the performance of the routing algorithm for hexagonal networks which considers congestion of edges in routing decisions. The greedy local criterion does not always lead to optimal global algorithm and more research is needed to optimize the algorithm. The performance of the proposed algorithm, with some specific congestion criteria or given thresholds, can also be measured. It is not done in this paper since the proposed scheme is a simplification, generalization, and an addition to known schemes rather then an alternative scheme.
